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Height of Fashion
New Thoughts on the Black Arts Movement
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What's the best way to nurture your green thumb when you don't have a yard or
space? Houseplants! Now available in a fun gift version, this is the guide to raising
the best, healthiest, and happiest potted plants nature has ever seen. When you
want to raise plants but just don’t have the space, then it’s time to turn to
houseplants! Offers complete information on the most popular varieties of
houseplants along with details on maintenance, care and know-how so you can
easily select the best plants for your lifestyle and space. Join the millions of houseplant-loving enthusiasts in this no-yard-required hobby without the questions of
which potting mix to try, what the right level of light you’ll need, or how to shift
your plants as seasons change. Houseplants profiles more than 150 different
plants, and gives you the best techniques to raise them to be happy, green, and
healthy. And as you watch them grow, you can stimulate your inner botanist with
the included information on each plant’s Latin family, varieties, bloom period,
mature height, all illustrated in beautiful four-color photos.

The Cultivator & Country Gentleman
Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography: IsabadiusZymethus. 1857
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Hotel World
Eisner and Alonso invited a cross-section of the famous and not-so-famous to
provide a photo that captures their self-defined height of fashion. Results range
from the hilarious to the sublime, from the ultra chic to the un-cool, but always
intimate and original. 241 photos, 150 in color.

Mutiny on the Bounty
Cultures clash and passions collide when a stunning deathbed confession by his
mother sends Evan Dark, the heir to a sprawling South Carolina plantation, to
England in search of information about the father he never knew. Evan, a Southern
gentleman who has just discovered his Gypsy heritage, cannot resist coming to the
aid of a spirited young Gypsy woman, Jade of the Lowara tribe, who has fled her
campsite after learning she is betrothed to a brutal clansman. Jade's father, seeing
an opportunity to bring wealth to his clan through marriage, pegs Evan as Jade's
bridegroom. Coerced into marrying Jade, Evan intends to abandon his Gypsy bride
and return to South Carolina, where his own fiancée awaits him, unaware that she
has been unfaithful with his half brother and that the two are plotting to challenge
Evan’s status as heir. When loyalties divide and fortunes are at risk, will Jade's love
be enough?
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Post Office Directory of Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire
The story of one man who had the guts to lose his gut. This is a book that will
finally help an ordinary bloke lose weight. (Don't worry, it has nothing to do with
wearing a red bandana.) Ever struggled with your weight? Or did you stop
struggling years ago and let the pies win? Peter FitzSimons has been there and
eaten that. In The Great Aussie Bloke Slim-Down, he will lead you through the fads
that failed him, the diets that died fast and left him furious, and the ways his
waistline kept the belt industry in business. Take tips from someone who knows
how to eat and drink way too much. And how to stop. Peter FitzSimons was a large
lad with little self-control who has found the light and finally become lighter. In this
book he tells you how and shows you who is responsible for you getting fat in the
first place. (Spoiler alert: It's you. And sugar.) Have you ever wondered which diet
works? Well, Peter FitzSimons has devoted his adult life to trying all of them and
failing miserably. But you may have noticed this man-mountain has lost a lot of his
landspace over the last few years. This is the tale of how that happened and how it
can happen to the bloke in your life.

The Past and Other Lies
Convex optimization problems arise frequently in many different fields. This book
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provides a comprehensive introduction to the subject, and shows in detail how
such problems can be solved numerically with great efficiency. The book begins
with the basic elements of convex sets and functions, and then describes various
classes of convex optimization problems. Duality and approximation techniques
are then covered, as are statistical estimation techniques. Various geometrical
problems are then presented, and there is detailed discussion of unconstrained
and constrained minimization problems, and interior-point methods. The focus of
the book is on recognizing convex optimization problems and then finding the most
appropriate technique for solving them. It contains many worked examples and
homework exercises and will appeal to students, researchers and practitioners in
fields such as engineering, computer science, mathematics, statistics, finance and
economics.

American Spy
Meeting sexy and dynamic entrepreneur Alex Solomos has transformed Lisa's life.
In the seven weeks since their whirlwind wedding, her confidence and happinessboth in and out of the bedroom-have grown enormously. But Lisa finds she can't
shake some nagging doubts about her husband. Passionate as Alex is, there are
parts of his professional and personal life he insists on keeping from his new wife.
She tells herself she's being foolish, until she makes two shocking discoveries in
one night.
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Husband on Trust
The mutiny on HMS Bounty, in the South Pacific on 28 April 1789, is one of history's
truly great stories - a tale of human drama, intrigue and adventure of the highest
order - and in the hands of Peter FitzSimons it comes to life as never before.
Commissioned by the Royal Navy to collect breadfruit plants from Tahiti and take
them to the West Indies, the Bounty's crew found themselves in a tropical
paradise. Five months later, they did not want to leave. Under the leadership of
Fletcher Christian most of the crew mutinied soon after sailing from Tahiti, setting
Captain William Bligh and 18 loyal crewmen adrift in a small open boat. In one of
history's great feats of seamanship, Bligh navigated this tiny vessel for 3618
nautical miles to Timor. Fletcher Christian and the mutineers sailed back to Tahiti,
where most remained and were later tried for mutiny. But Christian, along with
eight fellow mutineers and some Tahitian men and women, sailed off into the
unknown, eventually discovering the isolated Pitcairn Island - at the time not even
marked on British maps - and settling there. This astonishing story is historical
adventure at its very best, encompassing the mutiny, Bligh's monumental
achievement in navigating to safety, and Fletcher Christian and the mutineers' own
epic journey from the sensual paradise of Tahiti to the outpost of Pitcairn Island.
The mutineers' descendants live on Pitcairn to this day, amid swirling stories and
rumours of past sexual transgressions and present-day repercussions. Mutiny on
the Bounty is a sprawling, dramatic tale of intrigue, bravery and sheer boldness,
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told with the accuracy of historical detail and total command of story that are Peter
FitzSimons' trademarks.

The Adventure of Christmas
Ruth Patchett never thought of herself as particularly devilish. Rather the opposite
in fact - simply a tall, not terribly attractive woman living a quiet life as a wife and
mother in a respectable suburb. But when she discovers that her husband is
having a passionate affair with the lovely romantic novelist Mary Fisher, she is so
seized by envy that she becomes truly diabolic. Within weeks she has burnt down
the family home, collected the insurance, made love to the local drunk and
embarked on a course of destruction and revenge. A blackly comic satire of the
war of the sexes, THE LIFE AND LOVES OF A SHE DEVIL is the fantasy of the
wronged woman made real.

Life Among the Dead
A young, handicapped physician is degraded in an affair with a waitress.

Not Just Lucky
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Woooooooo-hooooooo. Five people: four are living; three are strangers; two are
sisters; one, a teenage hotel chambermaid, has fallen to her death in a
dumbwaiter. But her spirit lingers in the world, straining to recall things she never
knew. And one night all five women find themselves in the smooth plush environs
of the Global Hotel, where the intersection of their very different fates make for
this playful, defiant, and richly inventive novel. Forget room service: this is a
riotous elegy, a deadpan celebration of colliding worlds, and a spirited defense of
love. Blending incisive wit with surprising compassion, Hotel World is a wonderfully
invigorating, life-affirming book. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Vogue Factor
Surveys the online social habits of American teens and analyzes the role
technology and social media plays in their lives, examining common
misconceptions about such topics as identity, privacy, danger, and bullying.

It's Complicated
The Mothers
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This publication is a "guide to printed information about Black people."--Introd.

Kokoda (TV TIE IN)
“American Spy updates the espionage thriller with blazing
originality.”—Entertainment Weekly “There has never been anything like
it.”—Marlon James, GQ “So much fun . . . Like the best of John le Carré, it’s
extremely tough to put down.”—NPR NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY CHICAGO TRIBUNE AND ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
The New York Times Book Review • Time • NPR • Entertainment Weekly • Esquire
• BuzzFeed • Vulture • Real Simple • Good Housekeeping • The New York Public
Library What if your sense of duty required you to betray the man you love? It’s
1986, the heart of the Cold War, and Marie Mitchell is an intelligence officer with
the FBI. She’s brilliant, but she’s also a young black woman working in an old boys’
club. Her career has stalled out, she’s overlooked for every high-profile squad, and
her days are filled with monotonous paperwork. So when she’s given the
opportunity to join a shadowy task force aimed at undermining Thomas Sankara,
the charismatic revolutionary president of Burkina Faso whose Communist ideology
has made him a target for American intervention, she says yes. Yes, even though
she secretly admires the work Sankara is doing for his country. Yes, even though
she is still grieving the mysterious death of her sister, whose example led Marie to
this career path in the first place. Yes, even though a furious part of her suspects
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she’s being offered the job because of her appearance and not her talent. In the
year that follows, Marie will observe Sankara, seduce him, and ultimately have a
hand in the coup that will bring him down. But doing so will change everything she
believes about what it means to be a spy, a lover, a sister, and a good American.
Inspired by true events—Thomas Sankara is known as “Africa’s Che
Guevara”—American Spy knits together a gripping spy thriller, a heartbreaking
family drama, and a passionate romance. This is a face of the Cold War you’ve
never seen before, and it introduces a powerful new literary voice. NOMINATED
FOR THE NAACP IMAGE AWARD • Shortlisted for the Center for Fiction First Novel
Prize “Spy fiction plus allegory, and a splash of pan-Africanism. What could go
wrong? As it happens, very little. Clever, bracing, darkly funny, and really, really
good.”—Ta-Nehisi Coates “Inspired by real events, this espionage thriller ticks all
the right boxes, delivering a sexually charged interrogation of both politics and
race.”—Esquire “Echoing the stoic cynicism of Hurston and Ellison, and the verve
of Conan Doyle, American Spy lays our complicities—political, racial, and
sexual—bare. Packed with unforgettable characters, it’s a stunning book, timely as
it is timeless.”—Paul Beatty, Man Booker Prizewinning author of The Sellout

Utopian Man
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Convex Optimization
Radio Advertising Source
Rachael Penrose is confined to Bedlam insane asylum in London after discovering
that her uncle Victor plans to kill her brother in order to inherit the family fortune.
Victor, with a gang of criminals, uses French privateer Sebastien Falconer as the
scapegoat for his crimes. When Victor spreads the lie that Rachael informed on
Falconer’s smuggling activities, Falconer vows revenge on the girl. Gripping
suspense and romance play out in front of numerous historical details, including a
violent storm that devastated England in 1703 and swept the Eddystone
Lighthouse into the sea.

The Carbon Club
Two couples. One baby. An unimaginable choice. What if the baby you gave birth
to belonged to someone else? Grace and Dan Arden are in their forties and have
been on the IVF treadmill since the day they got married. Six attempts have
yielded no results and with each failure a little piece of their hope dies. Priya
Laghari and her husband Nick Archer are being treated at the same fertility clinic,
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and while they don't face the same time pressure as the Ardens, the younger
couple have their own problems. Priya is booked for her next IVF cycle the same
day that Grace goes in for her final, last-chance embryo transfer. Two weeks later,
both women get their results. A year on, angry and heartbroken, one of the women
learns her embryo was implanted in the other's uterus and must make a
devastating choice: live a childless life knowing her son is being raised by
strangers or seek custody of a baby who has been nurtured and loved by another
couple. 'The Mothers beautifully captures the desperation for a baby and the
emotional roller-coaster of IVF . . . In the style of Jodi Picoult, it's impossible to
choose sides. These characters and their heart-wrenching dilemma will follow you
off the page and have you asking what would you do? An intriguing, thoughtprovoking novel.' - Petronella McGovern, bestselling author of Six Minutes
'Engagingly and unflinchingly told, Gannon's new novel, The Mothers, is the story
of every parent's worst nightmare. It is that novel that makes you muse on the
most difficult of questions What makes a mother? And can you ever un-become
one? Like all my favourite books, The Mothers is both heartbreaking and
heartwarming, and it leaves you with a lot to think about after you turn the final
page. I sobbed my way through this wonderful book.' - Sally Hepworth, bestselling
author of The Mother-in-Law

N.W. Ayer & Son's American Newspaper Annual and Directory
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The Book of R is a comprehensive, beginner-friendly guide to R, the world’s most
popular programming language for statistical analysis. Even if you have no
programming experience and little more than a grounding in the basics of
mathematics, you’ll find everything you need to begin using R effectively for
statistical analysis. You’ll start with the basics, like how to handle data and write
simple programs, before moving on to more advanced topics, like producing
statistical summaries of your data and performing statistical tests and modeling.
You’ll even learn how to create impressive data visualizations with R’s basic
graphics tools and contributed packages, like ggplot2 and ggvis, as well as
interactive 3D visualizations using the rgl package. Dozens of hands-on exercises
(with downloadable solutions) take you from theory to practice, as you learn: –The
fundamentals of programming in R, including how to write data frames, create
functions, and use variables, statements, and loops –Statistical concepts like
exploratory data analysis, probabilities, hypothesis tests, and regression modeling,
and how to execute them in R –How to access R’s thousands of functions, libraries,
and data sets –How to draw valid and useful conclusions from your data –How to
create publication-quality graphics of your results Combining detailed explanations
with real-world examples and exercises, this book will provide you with a solid
understanding of both statistics and the depth of R’s functionality. Make The Book
of R your doorway into the growing world of data analysis.

Shaped Through Service
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From the critically acclaimed, award-winning author of Blackberries, Blackberries
and Water Street comes an astonishing new novel. A lyrical exploration of love and
loss, The Birds of Opulence centers on several generations of women in a bucolic
southern black township as they live with and sometimes surrender to madness.
The Goode-Brown family, led by matriarch and pillar of the community Minnie Mae,
is plagued by old secrets and embarrassment over mental illness and illegitimacy.
Meanwhile, single mother Francine Clark is haunted by her dead, lightning-struck
husband and forced to fight against both the moral judgment of the community
and her own rebellious daughter, Mona. The residents of Opulence struggle with
vexing relationships to the land, to one another, and to their own sexuality. As the
members of the youngest generation watch their mothers and grandmothers pass
away, they live with the fear of going mad themselves and must fight to survive.
Crystal Wilkinson offers up Opulence and its people in lush, poetic detail. It is a
world of magic, conjuring, signs, and spells, but also of harsh realities that only
love -- and love that's handed down -- can conquer. At once tragic and hopeful, this
captivating novel is a story about another time, rendered for our own.

Introduction to Applied Linear Algebra
'Feisty and inquisitive - a fresh take on modern feminist issues.' Julia Gillard
Australian women are suffering from a crisis of confidence about work. Accustomed
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to being overlooked and undervalued, even when women do get to the top, they
explain their success away as 'luck'. But it's not. Not Just Luckyexposes the
structural and cultural disadvantages that rob women of their confidence - often
without them even realising it. Drawing on case studies, detailed research and her
own experience in politics and media, Jamila Rizvi is the warm, witty and wise
friend you've been waiting for. She'll give you everything you need to start fighting
for your own success and for a more inclusive, equal workplace for all. (She'll also
bring the red wine.) This unashamedly feminist career manifesto is for women who
worry they'll look greedy if they ask for more money. It's for women who dream big
but dread the tough conversations. It's for women who get nervous, stressed and
worried, and seem to overthink just about everything. It will help you realise that
you're not just lucky. You're brilliant. 'Gentle, intelligent, meaningful and
uncomfortably true career advice, and a huge high-five to sisterhood. Read it.' Zoe
Foster Blake 'Funny, insightful and affirming, this book will have you fist pumping
the air.' Clementine Ford

Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory
During the 1960s and 1970s, a cadre of poets, playwrights, visual artists,
musicians, and other visionaries came together to create a renaissance in African
American literature and art. This charged chapter in the history of African
American culture—which came to be known as the Black Arts Movement—has
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remained largely neglected by subsequent generations of critics. New Thoughts on
the Black Arts Movement includes essays that reexamine well-known figures such
as Amiri Baraka, Larry Neal, Gwendolyn Brooks, Sonia Sanchez, Betye Saar, Jeff
Donaldson, and Haki Madhubuti. In addition, the anthology expands the scope of
the movement by offering essays that explore the racial and sexual politics of the
era, links with other period cultural movements, the arts in prison, the role of Black
colleges and universities, gender politics and the rise of feminism, color fetishism,
photography, music, and more. An invigorating look at a movement that has long
begged for reexamination, this collection lucidly interprets the complex debates
that surround this tumultuous era and demonstrates that the celebration of this
movement need not be separated from its critique.

Houseplants (mini)
The inspiration for a major two-part ABC documentary, KOKODA is set to win over a
whole new audience 'Never in my life had I seen soldiers who looked so shocked
and so tired and so utterly weary as those men' Brigadier John Rogers, Australia's
Director of Military Intelligence, 1942 Now a major two-part ABC documentary
series produced with Screen Australia's Making History, Paul Ham's KOKODA is the
bestselling history of the crucial battles in Papua New Guinea that saved Australia
from the threat of Japanese attack. In this acclaimed account, Ham describes both
sides of the appalling struggle along the Kokoda track in 1942 when a few badly
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trained Australian troops confronted the Imperial Japanese Army in the worst
terrain imaginable. Few of us know the true story behind that legend; few know the
guts inside the myth. Kokoda was a war without mercy; a predatory war, where
men hunted down men like wild animals. No army had fought in such conditions;
no Allied general believed it possible. Yet Kokoda was a vital struggle; undoubtedly
a turning point in the Pacific War. Had the Japanese captured Port Moresby,
Australia would surely have been bombed and cut off as the only base in the South
West Pacific for the Allied counter-offensive. the diggers were fighting for their very
country's survival as the last free nation in Asia. Paul Ham is the author of
VIEtNAM: tHE AUStRALIAN WAR and the Australia correspondent for the LONDON
SUNDAY tIMES. He co-wrote, co-produced and appears in the ABC's two-part
documentary based on this book, which, for the first time, took a camera crew
along the full length of the KOKODA tRACK.

Of Human Bondage
The Book of R
The Leavers (National Book Award Finalist)
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The medium host of Lisa Williams: Life Among the Dead describes how her
childhood in England was marked by her clairvoyant abilities, shares behind-thescenes facts about her popular show, and describes her work as an investigator of
haunted houses and other psychic phenomena. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.

Fire at Midnight
A groundbreaking introduction to vectors, matrices, and least squares for
engineering applications, offering a wealth of practical examples.

Stolen Promise
FINALIST FOR THE 2017 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FOR FICTION Named a Best Book
of 2017 by NPR, Entertainment Weekly, the Los Angeles Times, BuzzFeed, Bustle,
and Electric Literature “There was a time I would have called Lisa Ko’s novel
beautifully written, ambitious, and moving, and all of that is true, but it’s more
than that now: if you want to understand a forgotten and essential part of the
world we live in, The Leavers is required reading.” —Ann Patchett, author of
Commonwealth Lisa Ko’s powerful debut, The Leavers, is the winner of the 2016
PEN/Bellwether Prize for Fiction, awarded by Barbara Kingsolver for a novel that
addresses issues of social justice. One morning, Deming Guo’s mother, Polly, an
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undocumented Chinese immigrant, goes to her job at a nail salon—and never
comes home. No one can find any trace of her. With his mother gone, eleven-yearold Deming is left mystified and bereft. Eventually adopted by a pair of wellmeaning white professors, Deming is moved from the Bronx to a small town
upstate and renamed Daniel Wilkinson. But far from all he’s ever known, Daniel
struggles to reconcile his adoptive parents’ desire that he assimilate with his
memories of his mother and the community he left behind. Told from the
perspective of both Daniel—as he grows into a directionless young man—and Polly,
Ko’s novel gives us one of fiction’s most singular mothers. Loving and selfish,
determined and frightened, Polly is forced to make one heartwrenching choice
after another. Set in New York and China, The Leavers is a vivid examination of
borders and belonging. It’s a moving story of how a boy comes into his own when
everything he loves is taken away, and how a mother learns to live with the
mistakes of the past.

The Great Aussie Bloke Slim-Down
The Life and Loves of a She Devil
In May 2012 Kirstie Clements was unceremoniously sacked after thirteen years in
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the editor's chair at Vogue Australia. Here she tells the story behind the headlines,
and takes us behind the scenes of a fast-changing industry. During a career at
Vogue that spanned twenty-five years, Clements rubbed shoulders with Karl
Lagerfeld, Kylie Minogue, Ian Thorpe, Crown Princess Mary, Cate Blanchett, and
many more shining stars. From her humble beginnings growing up in the
Sutherland Shire in Sydney to her brilliant career as a passionate and fierce
custodian of the world's most famous luxury magazine brand, Clements warmly
invites us into her Vogue world, a universe that brims with dazzling celebrities,
fabulous lunches, exotic locales and of course, outrageous fashion. Amidst the
exhilaration and chaos of modern magazine publishing and the frenzied demands
of her job, Clements is always steadfast in her dedication to quality. Above all, she
is always Vogue.

The Illustrated London News
As the climate crisis threatens more extreme bushfire seasons, droughts and
floods, many Australians are demanding their leaders answer the question: 'Why
didn't you do something?' The Carbon Club reveals the truth behind Australia's two
decades of climate inaction. It's the story of how a loose confederation of
influential climate-science sceptics, politicians and business leaders sought to
control Australia's response to the climate crisis. They shared a fear that dealing
with climate change would undermine the nation's wealth, jobs and competitive
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advantage - and the power of the carbon club. Central to their strategy was an
international campaign to undermine climate science and the urgency of the
climate crisis. The more the climate science was questioned, the more politicians
lost the imperative to act. The sustained success of the carbon club over two
decades explains why Australian governments failed to deal with the challenge of
climate change. But at what cost to us and the next generation? One of Australia's
most respected investigative journalists, Marian Wilkinson has tracked the rise and
rise of Australia's carbon club in brilliant detail, with extraordinary access to key
players on all sides. The result is a book that is both essential and disturbing
reading.

Picturing America
The Birds of Opulence
In Black and White
'Really impressive, vivid and enjoyable.' Cate Kennedy It's the 1880s and
Marvellous Melbourne is a lavish and raucous city where anything could happen.
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Eccentric entrepreneur Edward William Cole is building the sprawling Cole's Book
Arcade and filling it with whatever amuses him, or supports his favourite causes: a
giant squid, a brass band, monkeys, a black man whose skin has turned white, a
Chinese tea salon, and of course, hundreds of thousands of books. When Edward
decides to marry he advertises for a wife in the newspaper, shocking and titillating
the whole town. To everyone's surprise he marries his broadsheet bride and the
Arcade grows into a monumental success. But the 1890s depression hits
Melbourne - and Edward - hard, and the death of one of his children leaves him
reeling. Grief, corruption and a beautiful, unscrupulous widow all threaten to derail
his singular vision. But it's not until he visits Chinatown one night - and his own
deeply suppressed past - that the idealist faces his toughest challenge. Utopian
Man is the story of a man who lives life on his own terms, and leaves behind a
remarkable legacy.

Greek Philosophy of Communication
The Official Railway Equipment Register
The ADVENTure of Christmas is a guide for moms concerned that their children are
losing sight of Jesus in the midst of the distractions the holiday season brings. Lisa
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Whelchel was such a mom, but instead of abandoning the traditions of Christmas
she rediscovered their original meanings, which were intended to remind people of
God’s unfathomable gift. Hanging lights on the house, wrapping gifts, and
decorating the tree have become opportunities to teach her children about how
they relate to Jesus’ birth. With The ADVENTure of Christmas, mothers can redeem
what’s been lost from the very symbols that are gentle reminders of the true
meaning of Christmas. Have you discovered that Jesus sometimes gets lost in the
middle of the hustle and bustle of His birthday party? Would you like to be able to
keep your children's focus on Jesus and also join them in the wonder of the
celebration? For each of the twenty-four days preceding Christmas, The
ADVENTure of Christmas serves as a fun and handy guide that describes the
significance behind your favorite traditions. Hanging lights on the house, wrapping
gifts, and decorating the tree will become opportunities to share how these
customs relate to Jesus' birth. The ADVENTure of Christmas recaptures the true
meaning of this beloved season, giving reasons to celebrate for years to come.
Story Behind the Book Feeling like Jesus had gotten lost in the frenzy of the holiday
season, I asked the Lord to show me what I could do to teach my children the true
meaning of Christmas. I was caught off-guard when He simply replied, "Don’t do
anything differently. Look in the middle of the celebration and you will find Me." He
was right. There was no need to orchestrate moments to pontificate about "the
commercialization of Christmas." Instead, Jesus is beckoning us to come to the
party and bring the kids. In doing so, we run into Him at the mall, the movies, even
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at school. He hides in the lights, the carols, and the cards. He is there when we
dress the evergreen tree, when Dad dresses up in a red suit, and even when we
eat turkey and dressing! From the Hardcover edition.

Exclusively Yours
A psychologically suspenseful novel of three generations of sisters: “An edgy story
. . .Joel has a wicked sense of humor.” —The Age (Australia). In a novel that ranges
through the decades of the twentieth century, we meet sisters Jennifer and
Charlotte, who share both a dark sense of humor and a dark secret; their mother
and aunt, who grew up during World War II and endured the bombing of London;
and the generation before them—Bertha and Jemima—whose lives took a dramatic
and deadly turn during England’s ill-fated general strike of 1926. As the lies,
betrayals, and hidden mysteries of the past unspool, we come to know these three
sets of siblings—and how both family history and world history shaped their
lives—in a riveting saga from the award-winning author of The Second-Last Woman
in England.
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